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Fly belfast city airport to edinburgh

Positive: Nothing negative: Opodo messed up my booking. I went to the airport only to find that the booking was cancelled by Opodo though I received an email from Opodo 24 hours before advising me to check on the flight. As I was busy with some construction work at home I thought I would check in at
the airport. Opodo's advisers were not helpful on the phone and I ended up missing a family together because of their uncompromisingness. Pros: How friendly the crew eases good organization boarding more at times cons: minimum free drinks:) Pros: I like how they board the back of the plane first!
Cons: The seats were not as comfortable as other airlines. The only item that could be better is the quality of onboard entertainment. Positive: The captain has some good points to take care of as the day is clear. Cons: Stand up for ages before boarding and on a plane. Very basic and cannot pass
boarding before the print trip. It seemed like a problem with Aerlingus and I phoned but said they would go forward to the technical group. Don't come back to me. This caused unnecessary stress due to communication. Cons: Poor positive customer service: the seat was comfortable. Cons: Free coffee
and soda. This is a 3-hour flight. Pros: The seat was broken, the temperature was freezing, and despite asking 3 employees nothing happened to sort out the situation. Also my luggage didn't reach the aty destination pros: nothing negative: all the food and drinks had to be bought positively: comfort. Ease
of travel. Cons: Inflight shopping range Cons: fly cleanup Cons: The arrival point in Dublin airport is like a ramshackle passageway. The good walks of Terminal 2 (supposwd entry point) are Swiz by lingus. All the good spots ruined. cons: The air hostess was very rude and showed no sign to passengers
pros: crew cons: food pros: big crew and food! Negative: Choosing movies could have been better. There wasn't much to choose from. pros: Such good people pros: welcome, hospitality and service by the crew were all great cons: my luggage lost pros: both ground crew and flight attendants were
respectful and friendly. Cons: The meal was between edible and moderate. It would have been nice if hot drinks were served with a small breakfast before landing. We were served drinks and food. I liked that flight attendants asked everyone to put their seats in the right position whenever food was
served so that the person sitting behind you had space to eat. They quickly offered to help me get on a plane since I walked with a straw, it was the first time I'd been flying Ayr Lingus from Chicago to Dublin. The connecting flight to Leeds and I was impressed with their service and efficiency. I noticed
that flight attendants were paying attention to the passenger's needs during the flight which was exactly 6 hours. I fly on many airlines and services at Aer Lingus have the highest rates for passenger satisfaction. Look forward to flying them again. Thank you! Positive: The first business class flight
experience - and Ayr Lingus it's a science down! Great food (maybe too much indeed!) , friendly partygoers, great service - and the most wonderful pod that allows you to lie flat for snooze, complete with duvets and pillows. Cons: Worst airline ever. It was more than an hour late. I was trying to rush
through Dubline to make my connection flight, and people just being rude, someone security even started yelling at me with a very unpleasant experience, don't recommend anything. The staff told them to wait 5/6 minutes!&amp;pros: Nothing negative: My flight to Dublin from Chicago was delayed so my
flight to Birmingham was even more delayed. Let's just say, I'm not really happy. Also, I had to pay my family to sit together and thus ended up paying for some stranger's seats. I will contact Aer Lingus Pros: the food Cons: the service was disgraceful Cons: Delayed for 8 hrs. I had to take passport control
twice behind the terrible Pros service: organized fast rides, friendly staff, much better flight than I expected. The food was even so good... Customs in Shannon would have been much easier than Heathrow, so luckily, I went through customs in Shannon. Pros: I thought staff were friendlier this time
around. Pros: At times cons: We had to spend $1000 on tickets because our kayak on our flight had confirmation for book pros: friendly staff, came around with water and ice cream. Good lunch was a good hobby. Positive: The food was great and the accompanying drink often came negative: the staff
weren't rude but not friendly. Pros: Crew pleasant Pros: Organizedhsagf Cons: No complaints Pros: On time flight Cons: Made me check my carryon bag then it was opened - why - don't know - and items missing along with my luggage strap. Will NEVER use Aer Lingus again Pros: Staff &amp; pilots
excellent Cons: Flight was delayed by 2 hours. Pros: The mechanical issue was fixed with the flap - glad to arrive home safely. Cons: The flight was delayed by three hours due to a mechanical pableum. We were offered a free drink. Cons: Boarding was comical. It was the only place at the airport where
there was no attempt to create a queuing area. i cant get it . The sound of the plane was weak for the announcements of the pilot and crew. He couldn't hear what was announced. It can make a big difference. I even tried my own earrings and it didn't help.Pros: Big new seats pros: never made flying pros:
flights were good, excellent food and great negative service: we just didn't fly every 5 years, so get out of the ring about how to get around, booked with BA, but fly with Aer Lingus, please give us that information on our ticket! Dublin Airport was terrible for us for 68 years. The old ones had to get into the
pros: The boarding system felt a lot and it was very fast. The cabin was so dry and the partygoers didn't come with water a lot of the time, getting off the plane was terrible. We sat for more than an hour while they fixed the door or the bridge to the door, or something. We couldn't get off. Cons: The



entertainment system is very weak. There was no tissue paper in business class toilets on the return flight. Ayr Lingus Rios in Orlando was rude and unhelpless. Sitting in business class and chairs are very annoying. They adjust using the sensor pad and its slightest touch, their seats start to change. I
have had better economy class experiences with other airlines. I just think it's laughable that Aer Lingus class themselves as a 4 airline Pros: That it only lasted 50 mins Cons: Packed with low class beer drinking plebes. Positive: JFK flight - the departure row has tons of space at an average cost. The
latest videos that are screened for free. Cons: Uncoordinated food: decent output was but less so on return. Does not participate in TSA Pre. Pros: Space for legs unlike ryanair Pros: Flight was fine. Cons: The crew wasn't very friendly. Pros: Crew great Cons: No social distancing enforced, I was sat next
to another person (no spaces between booked seats) Pros: Flight overall was unremarkable. The plane was about 20 years old and looking at it. BA is selling more flights than it can accommodate in Terminal 5. Because the plane was so old, the screen for funny entertainment has been small and faded.
The chairs themselves are tired, with wobbly and dirty tray tables, and chairs that don't retreat properly. The power of the standard empowering chair is outdated, which does not work without a special adapter that has virtually nothing. Cons: At a negative time: eclipse seating. Also I was sitting on the
aisle seat and the food trolley hit my elbow so there wasn't much space for it to go down the aisle cons: missing our connection because of the problem of w jetway pros: nothing good British Airways was negative: your website messed up and booked my flight for the wrong month. I booked a September
20 2019 and errord your site. He eventually booked the flight but it was apparently for 20 October 2019 and I couldn't get a refund because it was via kayak, not British Airways. I'll never use a kayak again pros: The boy was special needs who sat behind me and he had issues (long flight, And the crew
were amazing with him. It doesn't have any common or even human decency. These people were Rod and it was lovely to see. Cons: We went to Gatwick(75.00 Uber) to reschedule in person and we wereld there were no refunds and if we wanted to change it would be 250 pounds. This is my wife's
anniversary and my 35 years and this wants a mood dampener pros: the pilot was friendly and addressed to the crew and passengers several times with the update. Pros: Nothing really negative: politeness during check-in, timeline on providing gate information, having a person at BA desk to help with,
being at times negative: nothing pros: the crew was fantastic cons: it took 3 people to check my bag something was wrong with the system... The plane was incredibly hot for the first half hour or so because there was a problem with air conditioning. pros: My last response should have been that the airline
I mentioned was Loganair, not British Airways. Tunnocks coffee and biscuits at no cost pros: in most cases people and workers were very good cons: can't add luggage with tickets purchased online. When I cost it $100 to add 1 bag. Checking in the process was the worst, because many kiosks didn't
work and the software seemed buggy. Unreliable and missed my connecting flight, again!!! 4 of the last 10 flights I had lost luggage. Without apology, it's just BA. Cons: All things pros: BAc- great brand and very professional. Cons: Nothing positive for me: Fab flight in any positive way: good staff were
friendly negative: shipping time should be reasonably calculated. Positive: Flight screens revealed negative information: restoring free food ba negative: the following food was average negative: turbulent group boarding was negative: delayed inbound flights until late negative departures: until now no idea
we had paid to check a bag. It would have been paid online before boarding for £30, but since we didn't know, it had to pay £65 to verify a bag at the airport. I am extremely unhappy with this flight and british airways in general. I wish I could know about the suitcases and I could save myself a lot of
money. British Airways crews were rude and unhelpless. I don't fly with them anymore. Pros: Everything Cons: No complaints Pros: All of it we left and landed ahead of time Cons: A 2-hour layover was too short. We have long crazy lines to experience: buses between terminals, check immigration
passports; Check the passport before the metal detector, and rigorous tests on the permitted volume of shampoos, and tooth bones. The agent made me check a regular licensed carry-on bag, then the bags took 45 minutes to take turns after the flight, not an efficient airport. Pros: This is no flight BA frills,
but I prefer to fly with BA than other options. You have to pay for food and drink, the quality of the crew far exceeds the usual low-cost dross. Cons: Nothing for the price. Although it will be my preference BA via London City. Pros: New plane and boarding was a breeze. Cons: Forced to pay for any food
and drink. No entertainment but very short flight. Cons: The connection wasn't very good between the flights, and the American Airlines desk was hidden. Cons: The outdated flight entertainment system is generally worn out and old aircraft pros: flight speed. Cons: Collecting cups etc came within minutes
of serving. No sky shop. Negative: It was a two-hour flight, we didn't get the opportunity to buy drinks and food until an hour and 40 minutes into the flight. This is not acceptable. positive: at a negative time: Kant picks seats after checkin. They put me in the middle of the back row even though better seats
were left empty right next to me. The suitcase would have cost £100 to check. The flight wasn't exactly cheap at £200. Have just budget airline flights next time over british air since then. I expect better companionship for these prices. negatively: There was a piece of luggage left at Heathrow. It arrived on
the next flight so it turned out to be good but was stressful for an hour. Cons: Because of the inability to load luggage in the LHR we were more than an hour late leaving. After landing at ORD CSM noted that many bags do not fly. It's a very poor service. pros: good for the foot room and the good and the
comfortable, wide chair too. Still get a free drink and snack on this flight and the service was friendly and efficient throughout. We boarded very quickly and the flight landed early, it was very happy. negatively: I guess the plane was stopping at EDI for the night, so it parked the way, the distance from the
terminal, so we had an extra 15 minutes none of us waiting for the bus and transfer. Pros: The chair was good. Expect someone to fly only with a carry-on bag and receive no food or drinks during the flight. Industry trends are ridiculous ... Pros: I fasted for Ramadan so I didn't try food, the crew was as
good as can for BA Cons: Boeing's really tight seats were packed superbly with passengers and the seat was more in mini size pros: it took me to my destination safely. Cons: Everything- BA's relentless downmarket pressure means that it's justbtoo awful for words. Ryan Eyre with better but more
expensive liver. Pros: They upgraded me to business class Cons: Nothing Cons: Everything was for sale Pros: Much quieter than Heathrow so a more relaxed environment to travel. The flight left a little late but made time and landed ahead of schedule. No issue with charging BA for alcolhol on a 1-hour
flight but still think drinks like tea/coffee should be offered free of charge. The crew were more kind and helpful. I was told that I had to check my bag because it didn't fit in the overhead bin. When I boarded the plane I realized that overhead bins are enough for my walking package I know that British
Airways has a policy about bags in overhead bins that basically says 'If you can't lift your bag into an un-assisted overhead bin, you should check your bag.' My husband and I are both experienced climbers, lifting our packages without assistance on the last plane, yet they forced us to check our bags. I'm
glad that our bags made it to the UK, but this is literally the first time that I checked the bag and it arrives. Also, the boarding pass sent to me on my phone was rejected by almost every security/boarding review. This is after BA apparently fixed its error with the previous boarding pass. Generally not happy
with the experience but I'm glad I paid under $300 for my ticket. Cons: Everything was sub-par with BA. We were promoted to traveler of the plus world and the seats were old, there was rubbish from the previous flight and tv screens were from 1995. The videos are just in the loop so once you take off
and are finally allowed to turn on the TV, the videos are 25 minutes in. everyone around wasting money . BA will never fly again!! Cons: No free food on a 2h flight??!! thia standard airline xoat is low!! Pros: I always flew the AA but this time it was a nightmare cons: gate officers put me in pursuit of wild
goose as they made an error at the time of my flight departure. My wife and I were sent to three gates and eventually apologised by the on-duty manager. Our flights changed for free we lost 5 hours of travel. My wife started treating IVF today... And he was uanbale to sleep before his 7pm appt (back
home at 3pm) very stressful!!! Positive: Amazing and very friendly staff and crew on this negative journey: nothing negative to report the best flight for some time
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